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ABSTRACT: From a combination of chiral Mn(salen)
struts and the tetratopic ligand tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-
benzene, a large-pore, noncatenated metal-organic frame-
work (MOF) material,MnSO-MOF, has been synthesized.
Following solvent exchange with hydrophobic CHCl3,
treatment of MnSO-MOF with aqueous H2O2 allowed for
the selective demetalation of Mn(salen) struts at and near
the surface of the crystals. The resulting crystals displayed
greatly enhanced size-selective catalysis compared to the
as-synthesizedmaterial. Handling of themechanically fragile
MnSO-MOF crystals was greatly facilitated by activation
with supercritical CO2.

As a class of permanently microporous materials, metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) have attracted significant at-

tention because of their unique properties. The ability to (a)
incorporate a wide range of chemical functionalities via organic
struts and (b) control the size and shape of the micropore
environment has motivated the synthesis of MOFs for a plethora
of applications.1�6 In particular, catalysis has emerged as a
promising use for MOFs because of the potential for integrating
the well-defined, single-site activity of homogeneous catalysts
with the shape-, size-, chemo-, and enantioselectivity that can be
designed into the micropores.7,8 However, tailoring the desired
catalysis to occur exclusively within the designed micropores of
the MOF crystals, and not on external surface sites, remains a
difficult challenge in MOF-based catalysis.

Metallosalen ligands have previously been used as MOF struts
by our groups9 as well as others.10 By employing a dipyridyl
Mn(salen) (1) catalyst as a strut in combination with biphenyl-
dicarboxylate (bpdc), a robust, pillared-paddlewheel MOF can
be obtained. This MOF [Zn2(bpdc)2(1)] (2) is a catenated
material with medium-sized pores, comprised of two interwoven
frameworks (Scheme 1). Catalytic studies with 2 showed greatly
improved stability of the heterogenized catalyst 1 over its homo-
geneous form in the epoxidation of chromene. This promising result
suggests that epoxidations catalyzed by (Mn)salen-containing
MOFs can serve as versatile platforms for exploring the funda-
mental characteristics and scope of MOF-based catalysis, espe-
cially given the wide versatility and well-studied reactivity of
metallosalens.11

To make a noncatenated analogue of 2 that also possesses
larger pores, we replaced the dicarboxylate linker with the
tetracarboxylic acid 3,12 which has been shown to form noncate-
nated mixed-ligand, zinc paddlewheel MOFs.13�16 Indeed, by
combining the Mn(salen) 1 with the octaoxygen ligand 3 in the
presence of Zn(NO3)2 3 6H2O, a large-pore crystalline MOF
[MnSO-MOF, Zn2(3) (1)] can be obtained (Scheme 1). Single-
crystal X-ray diffraction revealed that, unlike 2, MnSO-MOF
consisted of a single network with unobstructed channels (a �
b = 22.4 Å � 11.7 Å) in comparison to the catenated MOF 2
(15.7 Å � 6.2 Å). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmed
this high degree of porosity:∼55% of the as-synthesized material is
solvent by weight [Figure S2 in the Supporting Information (SI)].

MnSO-MOF shows excellent activity for the epoxidation of
2,2-dimethylchromene (Figure 1), functioning for nearly 4000
turnovers, stopping only because of depletion of the oxidant [see
the SI for safety warnings regarding the synthesis of the 2-(tert-
butylsulfonyl)iodosylbenzene oxidant]. However, unlike 2, cat-
alysis by as-synthesized MnSO-MOF crystals displays a signifi-
cant induction period. We attribute this to diffusion-limited
transport of the substrate and/or oxidant through the MOF
micropores, which is not observed for 2 because of the signifi-
cantly smaller sizes of its crystals (∼0.1 mm � 0.1 mm plates)
versus MnSO-MOF (∼1 mm � 0.3 mm plates). (Recall that
diffusion times increase as the square of the distance traversed.)

Intriguingly, treatment ofMnSO-MOFwith H2O2 in a water/
methanol solution caused significant depletion of the Mn con-
tent. Overnight treatment reduced theMn/Zn ratio from∼0.5 in
the as-synthesized material to ∼0.05, as observed by inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) of
digested samples. This 90% depletion of the Mn content of the
MOF was accompanied by a dramatic color change in the
crystals, from dark brown to bright yellow, suggesting retention
of the salen ligands despite the loss of Mn3þ ions. Presumably,
the Mn3þ ions can be further converted to a soluble manganate
species, which can then diffuse out of the MOF. Powder X-ray
diffraction reveals that the depleted material still retains some
crystallinity, althoughmany features in the pattern disappear (see
the SI). TGA and N2 adsorption data (see the SI) of the Mn-
depleted material afterN,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) resolva-
tion confirm that it is still porous, although with a reduced solvent
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capacity and surface area. This is unsurprising if the framework
remains intact after demetalation but loses some rigidity; free-
base salens are known to be significantly less rigid than metalated
ligands.17

We were thus excited by the possibility of replacing DMF in
the MnSO-MOF micropores with a hydrophobic solvent and
selectively modifying the surface and near-surface regions of the
crystals using aqueous H2O2. A similar strategy was exploited by
our groups to tailor MOF crystals,15,18 and the use of H2O2(aq)
here can allow us to passivate the catalytic sites on the MOF
surface and maximize the pore-based activity. Indeed, soaking
MnSO-MOF in CHCl3 for several days, followed by treatment
with H2O2, allowed for its systematic Mn demetalation.

The extent ofMn demetalation could be controlled by altering
the amount of time thatMnSO-MOFwas exposed to H2O2(aq).
Metal removal was easily observed via a change in the color of the
crystals, from the dark brown of theMn(salen) strut to the bright
yellow of the demetalated species (Figure 2C,D). In spite of the
progressive color change in the crystals, ICP-OES analysis of the
treated MOF samples revealed little change in the Mn content
after a rapid initial decrease (Figure 2A).

Despite the large size of the MnSO-MOF crystals, their
handling is difficult because of high fragility. In particular,
accurate weighing of the MOF samples for catalytic experiments
was hampered by the tendency of the crystals to fragment when
not under a layer of solvent (Figure 3A). This can be a
debilitating impediment to any attempt to selectively alter the
surface of the crystals: fragmentation would expose the interior of
the crystals, and hence new surfaces, to the bulk solution. We
hypothesized that if the stresses associated with solvent evapora-
tion could be removed, MnSO-MOF crystal fragmentation
would be eliminated. Thus, we subjected crystals of MnSO-
MOF to supercritical CO2 drying, a process that has been found
to prevent both pore collapse in MOF crystals and macroscopic
aggregation of crystallites that can accompany evaporation of the
liquid solvent.19�23 We were pleased to observe complete
preservation of the original as-synthesized crystal morphology
(Figure 3B).

To study the effects of selective surface demetalation in
MnSO-MOF upon catalytic selectivity, we examined the com-
petitive oxidation of a pair of differently sized styrene derivatives
(Scheme 2) using 1HNMR spectroscopy. The small substrate, 4,
can easily enter the micropores of the MOF and access interior
catalytic sites. The larger substrate, 5, should only react with the
catalytic sites on the exterior of the crystal. Using as-synthesized

Scheme 1. Syntheses of Doubly Interpenetrated (Left) and
Noncatenated (Right) Pillared-Paddlewheel MOFs from
Dipyridyl Mn(salen) Catalyst 1a

aThe unit cells of the two MOFs are shown as stick representations
(yellow polyhedra = Zn, red =O, green =Cl, blue =N, gray =C, purple =
Mn). Solvent molecules, hydrogen atoms, and disordered atoms have
been omitted for clarity.

Figure 1. Research profile for the epoxidation of 2,2-dimethylchromene
by MnSO-MOF and 2.

Figure 2. (A) Mn/Zn ratio of H2O2-treatedMnSO-MOF as a function
of the treatment time. (B) Photographs of crystals ofMnSO-MOF that
have been exposed to aqueousH2O2 for various amounts of time. (C and
D) Images of individual crystals of H2O2-treated MnSO-MOF. Both
crystals are ∼1 mm in length.

Figure 3. (A) Images of methanol-soaked crystals ofMnSO-MOF that
have been allowed to dry in air, showing significant fragmentations. (B)
Images of crystals of MnSO-MOF that have been activated using
supercritical CO2, showing excellent preservation of crystal morphology.

Scheme 2. Size-Selective Catalytic Epoxidation
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MnSO-MOF, a slight induction period was observed for epox-
idation of the small substrate 4 (Figure S4 in the SI), similar to
that observed for 2,2-dimethylchromene (Figure 1), implying
that catalysis is occurring in the interior of the MOF crystals.
Catalysis with a ground-up sample of MnSO-MOF did not
exhibit an induction period (Figure S4 in the SI), further
confirming that the induction period was due to the large size
of the original crystals. As expected for a mixture of surface and
internal catalysis, the unmodifiedMnSO-MOF showed poor size
selectivity early in the reaction, and only gradually increased to
moderate selectivity (4:1 in favor of 4) as the reaction proceeded.
This is qualitatively similar to previous observations for the
catenated MOF 29 and can be ascribed to the gradual demetala-
tion of surface sites by the oxidant.

A sample ofMnSO-MOF that had been treated with aqueous
H2O2 for 4 h was then examined in the aforementioned size-
selective epoxidation (Scheme 2). This surface-treated MOF did
indeed show high selectivity (g16) for the small substrate in the
early stages of the reaction (Figure 4 and Figure S5 in the SI).
Unfortunately, this selectivity dissipated to ∼2:1 as the reaction
progressed. This behavior was consistent with fragmentation of
the large MOF crystals during the course of the reaction, which
then exposed new surface catalytic sites to the bulk solution. To
test this hypothesis, catalysis was carried out with a sample of the
H2O2-treated Mn-SOMOF that was manually crushed: a con-
stant low selectivity of 2:1, similar to the ratio seen in the later
stages of the epoxidation catalyzed by the large crystals, was
indeed observed (Figure 4).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a noncatenated Mn-
(salen)-basedMOF can be treated with aqueous H2O2 to selectively
deactivate surface catalytic sites, thus reducing the surface and near-
surface reactivity. Furthermore, we have shown that treatment with
supercritical CO2 is an effective strategy for eliminating crystal
fragmentation (and interior site exposure) during activation. By
application of both strategies, high substrate size selectivity can be
engendered for epoxidation catalysis byMnSO-MOF, albeit only for
a limited time. The synthesis of metallosalenMOFs with large pores
will allow for the future exploration of a wide variety of catalytic
reactions, especially those that require significantly larger pore
environments than have been previously available.
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Figure 4. Observed size selectivity for epoxidation of 4 and 5 by as-
synthesized and surface-demetalated MnSO-MOF. At short times, the
achievable signal-to-noise ratio allowed only lower limits for small/large
reactant selectivity to be determined.


